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arid let I3 denote the scalar divergence of the vector B', so 

Then the following four identical relations exist : 

-A,+Bf+4,,+2;Bf1M,,, + C , = O  ( p  = 0, 1, 2, 3) (35) 
Q 

v,rIlere it is obvlous that; the eq~xations C,= 0 are consequences of the eq~~ations 
A,,, = 0 and B" = 0, or the fotcr. equations of motion of a particle carrying 
electric and magnetic c h a ~ g e  are consequences of the ten y~avitcctional equations 
and the four electromagnetic eqtcntions. 
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1. Introduction. 

Many organic liquids exhibit a feeble double-refraction when they are placed 
in a strong magnetic fielcl and a beam of light traverses the substances in a 
direction transverse to the lines of force. The magnitude of this effect, which 
was discovered in 1907 by Cotton and &louton, depends very largely on the 
chemical structure of the molecule. Hydrocarbons belonging to the aliphatic 
series and the aroniatic series are strikingly different in their behaviour ; hexane, 
for instance, showing no detectable effect, while benzeae is an example of a 
liquid showing a measurable double-refraction. We propose in the series of 
papers of which this is the first, to discuss this phenomenon in its relation to 
the structure of molecules and their magnetic properties. Por this purpose 
we shall use the theory of Langevin, which explains magnetic double-refraction 
as an effect arising from the orientative action of the field on the inolecules 
(assumed to be magnetically and optically anisotropic) and connects the 
absolute value of the Cotton-Nouton constant with the values of the optical 
refractivity and of the magnetic susceptibility of the molecule along three 
mutually perpendicular axes. To enable the formula of Eangevin to be used 
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for the purpose of calculating the af~solute value of the Cotton-hfouton 
constant, i t  is necessary to have data concerning, fir~tly. the magnetic character 
of the molecule. anti, secondly, its optical anisotropy. In  regard to the 
Ifttter. we propose to utilise the data obtainc:d from observations on light- 
scattering in the liquids concerned. In  regard to  the magnetic anisotropy of 
the nzoiecules, we shall endeavour to connect the jrldications furnished by the 
data on magnetic double-refraction wit11 considerations of atomic and mole- 
cular structure and the well-l~no-c~rn theory of cliamagnetism, also due to 

2. Theory of JQa,q~i ic  Dot~bZe-IZ~frclctio?~. 
We shaII here merely quote the forinnla clue to TJangevin, the derivation of 

which is very coave~~iently aet out irr n rccent article by Debye.* The Cotton- 
Mouton co~lstant C,, of double-relrtlction is given by the relation 

) [(A --B) (Af-H') -k (B---C) (%'- -C') -+ (C-21) [c'- h') 
-. . - -- 

(A + B - /  - !:)lZ 
.- (1) 

Q ( j ~ i ? z , ~  j,;t.Tv 

where A ,  R; C: are thc ~noments i11~1i~c~d along the three m~ztually per~)en.clicular 
axes of I he optical ellipsoid of the molecule by unit electric force in the incident 
light-wa-c-up. acting respectively along the ibree axce, and A'. Of7 C' are the 
inagilptic mollie~ts intl~xced in the rc~oiecul~ by m i t  iriagnetic force acting ill 
the same three directions. R is the ncting nlagnel,ic field, ?, is the ~5-ave-length 
of the light, I; is the Roltxnianlz constant, 7' the :~bsolute teinperatnre. v the 
number of molect~les per unit vol~~rr~e.  the rcfra cti'i~? index of the liquid out- 
side the field, and 97, alld ?&, are the 1)ri:rcipal rel'racti~e indices in the field. The 
quantities A, 2. C are co~inected with the rcfrar.tirc index 1 . 1 , ~  of the liquid bey the 
relation 

The quaatities A', B', 6' are conncctcd wi'ch the nragnetic susceptibility of the 
rnediui~i bv the relation 

where ;C is the s~~sccptibility per iulit vulan~c.. 
It will be itoticed that the Cotton-Xouton constaiit depends essentially on 

the differences of the magnetic s~lsccptibilities of the molecules along the three 
directions which for~n the axes of the optical ellipsoid of the molecule. 

+ P. Debye, 'Marx's Handbucl~ der Iiaciiologic,' vol. 6 ,  pp. 754-76. 



3. The Optical A~hisotropy o j  the :Molectele. 

Observations on the state of polarisation of the light scattered by a gas or 
vapour enablcs us to evaluate directly an expression xvhicl depends on the 
differerkces (A - B) .  (33 - C), and (C - A )  between the optical properties of the 
molecule along its prii~cipal optical axes. The light bcattered by an ideal 
spherically symmetrical nlolecule in a direction transverse to the incident 
unpolarised beam would be conlpletely polarised. In  all actual cases, however, 
the light so scattered is imperfectly polarised, indicating that the molecule is 
not optically isotropic. 'l'he state of polarisatioll is usually indicated by the 
ratio of tho intellsities of the two conlponents of vibratiol:_ in the scattered 
light. The ratio 1. of the intensity of the feeble component to ihe stronger 
co~np~~nent  is connected with the valnes oi A, B, C'. b y  the rrlation 

(j [(li .- B)2 -2- 2 - - .  (? 
)" 4 ' 1  1 (B - C)' 4 ( 

1 0  (A -1. .I-. C)2 ...I- 7 [(A - B)Z -4- ( B  ( : ) z  -I ((; - l$)2J 
. (4) 

In the case of dense fiaids, the problem of deterinining the relation~betveen 
the optical auisotropy ol the molecule and the state 01 polarisation of the 
transversely scattered light is not quite simple, a s  we have to take into account 
the influence of neighbouring lnolecules on each other and the effect of local 
fluctuations of density and molecular orientation on the optical field a t  any 
point in the inedium. Various theories differing nizlinly in detall have been 
proposed, and the question how far they are in agreement with the available 
observations on light-scattering has been discussed in a lecent paper by one of 
214 . * Two f o r ~ i i u l ~  of nearly identical form have been proposed. connecting 
the effective anisotropy of the nlolecule in the liquid state with the state of 
~>olarisation OF the scattered light. The first forrnula is 

where 9 is the compressibility of the mediuin. 
A. second fornlula which has been proposed is 

/. = -- 6 [(A -- R)2 + (U - C)' r (0 - A!.)2] -- -- 

JOlcT$\ (A f B I -  C)' -I 7 [(A - B)2 + ( 8  -- i2)' 1- (C -- (6) 

The qunrltitv 8 given by the expressioll 

[(a - B)"- (B - 6)" +jC: - A)'] s = -  
( A  -7 B + C)' 

* 41. S. Iirishnan, : Proc. Ind. Assn. Cultn. Sc.,' vol. 9, p. 231 (1926). 
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c!eSanus the optleal anistropy of the ~ n o l e c ~ ~ l e  and sboulci be the same ior the 
I-apour and the liquid state, For many substances. however, the value oj i< 

calculated by either lormuln froni the scattering by the liquid is rather less tllsri 
hat, calculated from the vapour, indicating that the effective optical anisotroyq 

ot the molecules may be dimi~ilshed by reabon of their rlo.se pacliiag or a c t u ~ l  

isavcintion in the Ilciuid. For this reason 11 seer~ls appropriate, ill any dl\- 

e uss~on bearing on the liquid state. to conslder the values of the molecular anisv- 
ttopy determined from observations on light-scatterrnp in liquids. An extensiv a 

and careful study of the .caiie~.iu:g in no fe\\er than 65 differerlt liqixicls has 
been recently carried out in the aut]ctl*ors' laboratory. ': \;Ye propose to utilise 
the data, thus gathered in oul" di5c11ssion of magnetic douhle-refraction. 

The data available are not s~~!iic~leril to ciecide absolutely whether formula 
(5) sat formula (6) is to be prefrrrecl. Instead of rejediiig oiir or the other, nt 
aesmh preferable to retain and LILC both iorrnulo and to conlmare tbr :e~:ritb 

thus obtained. 

4. ~ ' I I c ?  Gacer of He~acane and Bepzzene. 

$)bservatrons on light-bcattmng bulb ill yapon1 s dncl :11 liquids indicate th,ib 
the hydrocarbons of the pxaifin series exhibit a smaller degree of  optical 
asaisotl*opy than those of the aroi-(latic her ies. The depolari5ation factor r Car t lit 
VBPOWS of hexane and cyclohexane are 1 *68 per cent. and 0.66 per ceilt 
re~pectively. The corre?poudinq raiaei 01 lor liquld hexani- and !iqulcl cycio- 
h~xanc? are i3.9 per cent. :t:~Ll 8 plli ccnt. The T-aluai c.f i for benzetle tapour 
8nd !iq-iud are respectrve'j 4.4 per ccnt. i~rlti 47 per cent., beiiig th~us son- 
srderably larger than for clihel hax,:ne o~ cyeiohexant. Brolri the value oi r 

the value of 2 iri,ly be easily c d l c u l ~ t ~ d  for the substances mentioned. 

Table I. 
~- .- . ~.- . - ~ 

1 Benra:li. horane. i ~ : ~ - P ~ O ~ : C : C ~ ~ I I P .  

I 

3 x 1 0 3  (Jst  formula, eqiration ( 5 )  90 8.9, 

3 . 6  

R e f r a ~ c t i ~ r n  index .... .... .. . .. 

C,L 1 0 x 1 / l o t  dc tec lah l~  1 Not a-Mctrillr 

* K. S. Kriahaan, 'Phil. Mag.,' vol. 50, p. 697 (1925). 
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It will be noticed that in the case of hexane and cyclol~exane, 8 for the liquid 
is strikingly less than 8 for the vapour. The difference is not so conspicuous 
in the case of benzene vapour and liquid, and, indeed, is of the opposite sign 
when formula (5) is used to calculate 8. 

In the nuinerator of the expression for 8 the expression 

[(A - B)2 $ (B - C)2 + (C - A)2] 

appears, while in that for the Cotton-Mouton constant the expression 

[(A - B) (A' - B') + (B - C) (13' - C') + (C - A) (C' - A')] 

occurs. I t  will be seen that the differences in the value of the Cotton-Mouton 
constant for thc three substances are of a larger order of magnitude than those in 
the value of 8. The molecular refractivities and magnetic susceptibilities of the 
three substances are not very different. Hence, in order to explain the great 
differences in the value of the Cotton-Mouton constant, i t  is necessary to assume 
that the differences in the magnetic anisotropy of benzene and hexane are not 
less pronounced than the differences in their optical anisotropy. In fact, the 
data compel us to assume that hexane is practically isotropic magnetically, 
and that benzene, on the other hand, exhibits a remarkable degree of magnetic 
anisotropy. 

-4n interesting sidelight on the relation betweerr chemical structure and 
magnetic ailisotropy of carbon compounds is furnislred by the observations of 
Owen" and Honda and Taki: Sont5-i- on the diamagnetic properties of the element 
carbon in the tuo  forms of dianioi~cd and graphite. These authors have found 
that diamond, as might be expected from the fact that it belongs to the cubic 
system, shows no diamagnetic anibotropy. Graphite, on the other hand, shows 
a very large magnetic anisotropy, its susceptibility parallel to the hexagonal 
axis being about seven times as large as in perpendicular directions. 

5. C'alculation of the Cottoiz-iMouton Constmzt. 

In  order to evaluate absolutely the value of the Cotton-Mouton constant, we 
shall now assume that the benzene molecule has an axis of optical symmetry. 
This seems justifiable, particularly in view of the fact that chemical evidence 
shows that the six carbon atoms and the six hydrogen atoms in the ring are 
all equivalent. If the ring were a plane structure, then the axis of symmetry 
would obviously be the six-fold axis perpendicular to the plane of the ring. On 

* M. Owen, 'Ann. der Physil~,' vol. 37, p. 657 (1912). 
t KBtarB Honda and Takt. Son&, ' Sc. Rep. Tdhoku Imperial Univ.,' series I, vo1 2, 

p. 25 (1913). 
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the other haitci. even if the couftg-c~r~ti XI ol the luolt~cule xxele 'I picliered ring 
ifi ~vlrich citrrnate c a ~ b o n  atom,. 119 ah\-(- '  J ~ I C ~  belo\47 a certain plaile, the rLo~r?~al 
to this plane i~uuld itill he 311 axis or optital qyn~metiy. Ran~anail.,in' has 
discussed the explanation of tho i,ptrcxl anlsotiopy of the bmzci~e nlolect~le 
and given vrry gootl re,rTorls i o t  the belicf that there i~ an optical axjh of 

srlnmetry, and that the opti(,a! r-rioi:~e:lt ~nctnced hji the ficlti of a light-ma.-e an 

a direction parallcl to this nxls is eonsideiabiv brnaller than in d~rcctions per- 

tieiltlicular to i t .  If we combine this \v~th  the idea suggested by the edsc r > f  
gr,rpl!ite, that the diamagnetic s~isceptibility is nunlericallp greater alorlg this 
I im than in peipendicular directions, u e  get a positive ~ ~ a l u e  fol tfre Cotrol;- 
M o ~ ~ t o n  co1zst:tnt a s  actually olx-erxet-i. The existence of an axis of optical 
splllratetry r~laki'h A '-= B. The exprc\sions for C,,, and 6 then reduce to  

Yo):< .Ir-1-B' $-CY' is a constant poj~ortio-nal to the total susceptibility = 8, say, 

Tl~c:;i i:, , cnn be written in  the i01:ln 

\\ c c;n eosily conlpute tilc \,,:ilcs ol tht.. Cotlo:?-lloutorl colist:~i~t icvcuv~- 

spontling to  diffcrenl values for t41e ratio C"8. Bf = 8. the11 the evrllre 

zn2~11etic snsceptibiiitp oL' ben7ent. I r  conc~ntratecl in one dlrectiorl only: m 

o t h e ~  words, i t  is nlagnctisable ouly dong  tile axis of optical s r / n ~ m e t r ~ .  The 

~.,:tio C' /Q thus represents tlre fraciron of the total n~agnetlc s~rsceptibilitg 
corrcentrstecl along this axis. 111 r.o-\\ 2 of Table hl the theoretical value of thc 

Cotton-Mouton constant for differcilt values of the ratio C'/H is shown, the 
\7,1(tie of 8 being derived. from fo~niilla (5). In row 3 of Table 14: the theoretrepl 

vah~cs  of the Cottoll-3loutoi~ conqtant are * l z o ~ ~ n  similarly, 8 being derived from 
for? 7 ala (6). The observed ralire of rhc Cottoil-Xouton coilstant -- 5.90 :: 10- ' *  

A t.r~mparison oi tlris vhlue ~11t11 lhohe hhon r~ in the table irlJicntcs ?hat  
d,>cordialg to  e i t h e ~  method of ca lc~~i ,> t io~ l  n e have to  assnrne that il considerable 
proportion 01 the ln t g ~ ~ e t i c  -~ ,~~c~~r) t ih i l i t ' p  of tsen~c~nr is ronccntcated i a  one 

ciirectron. 111 o;&r th ,~ t  the obscir-,~d 7 ~ r j  cni~uI,i,t~tl val~le5 thc Cotton- 

Mcl itcii? constant xriifrht agree. r?icolifin;, to io;z :! ~ i -  bhotllti !;trd the r,rXlo of 



the susceptibility along the principal axis to that in perpendic~~lar directions to 
be 17 : 10, while according to row 3 the ratio is 21 : 10. 

Table 11.---Ohserved I7alue of the Cotlon-Mouton Coilstant = 5.90 X 10 -I3. 
.... ~ - -- -- - - 

0 
~ 

I formula (6) j 
x ib" 8 8 8  7 2  5.55 / 3.89 9 . 2 2  !! 

! I 
- 

i -- - - -- 

6. Iiztei"pi"etatiofi of the Observed Results. 

The remarkable magnetlc anisotropy of the benzene ring indicated by the 
foregoing investigation demands an explanation. In  the entire structure of the 
molecule we have 42 electrons in all outside the atomic nuclei. Of these, 12 
electrons belong to the I< rings of carbon, and the size of their orbits is so small 
that they cannot contribute appreciably to the diamagnetic susceptibility of 
the molecule. R e  are thus left with 30 electrons which contribute to magnetic 
susceptibility and can or inay take part in the chemical binding of the atoms. 
Pauling* has recently suggested a plane structure for the benzene ring in which 
12 electrons are held in pairs in orbits binding the carbon and hydrogen atoms, 
12 electrons in pairs connect the neighhouring carbon atoms, and the 6 remain- 
ing electrons form three pairs which connect each carbon atom with the one 
opposite to i t  directly across the ring. This structure m~ould malie the molecule 
diamagnetic. If we make the further assnmption that at  least 12 of the electron 
orbits are in the plane of the ring, we would have an explanation of the observed 
magnetic anisotropy of the molecule. If, on the other hand, the molecule 
is not a plane structure but is a puckered ring, an even larger proportion 
of the orbits may be orientated in planes approximately parallel to the ring 
consistently with its observed magnetic anisotropy. 

7 .  Some Bpiazcile Ue,ioatiors. 

When one or more of the hydrogen atonls in benzene is replaced by other atoms 
or groups, we shall no longer be justified in taking the optical ellipsoid of the 
molecule to be a spheroid of revolution. If, however, the replacing atoms or 
groups are not thernselves strongly anisotropic optically, we may, as a rough 
approximation, assume the derivative to have an optical axis of symmetry and 

L. Pauling, ' J o u ~ .  Anl. Chein. Soc.,' vol. 48, p. 1139 (1926). 



calculate the magnetic ailisotropy of the niolecule in the same way as was done 

in the case of benzene. Instead of foilowing the latter procedure, however, i t  

would perhaps be of greater interest to attempt to calculate the Cotton-Nouton 
constant for these derivatives, assuming that the atoms or groups which replace 

the hydrogen to be rnagrletically isotropic, and leave the magnetic anisotropy 

of the rest of the benzene ring unaffected. Let us take, for example. ethyl 
benzene (C6H; . C,H5). Tt has already been mentioned that the aliphatic hydro- 
carbons exhibit a much smaller. magnetic anisotropy, if any, than the aromatics. 
Hence to a first approximation we may assume that the contribution from the 

ethyl radical to the maguetic snsceptibility of the molecnle would be the sanie 
along the three optic axes. If, also. the contribution from the benzene ring to  
the susceptibilities along these axes he supposed to be unaffected, it will easily 

be seen that  the factor (3C' - 0) in expression (10) will remain u~laltered, since 

the increase in C' will be a third of the increase in 0. Thus the expresojon for 

the Cotton-REouton constant reduces to 

The constant can be evahiated froiii the observed value of C,, for benzene. and 
will be clifferent according as we use formula ( 5 )  or (6) for calculating 8. The 

values of the Cotton-Jrouton constant so calculated are given in Table 111. The 

Table 111. 

Uenzene 
Toluene 
Ethyl benzene 
m-Xyleae 
p-Sylene 
Chlorohenzcnc 
Rromobenzene 
ilniline 
Bcnzyl chloride 
h n z a l  chloride 

Refrac- 
tive 

index 
for  

0 ,  , 5 7 8 ~  

1 
i ij 10" Sus- ; 

cel~ti-  I 
hilitp I 

1 ( 5 )  (6j 
I 

fo~~mula  formula 1 



air agreement between the calculated and observecl values shows that in all 
these cases, except perhaps those of aniline and bromobenzene, our assumptiom 
itre not far from the truth. 

The paper contains a discussion of the nlagnetic double-refraction exhibited 
by l~quid benzene and sonle of its derivatives on the basis of the Langevin theor y, 
utilising the data for optical anisotropy of the n~olecules derived from observa- 
tions on light-scattering. The following is a summary of the results obtained : - 

(I) &4 coinparison of nlagiietic double-refraction and light-scattering: by 
hexane, cyclohexane and benzene shows that the differences between the 
aromatic and the aliphatic hydrocarbons in respectof magnetic anisotropy 
zl~ust be even more pronounced than their differences in respect of their optic:il 
anisotropy. 

( 2 )  Making the justifiable assumption that the optical ellipsoid of the benzene 
inolecule is an oblate spheroid of revolution, i t  is shown that the observed value 
of the Cotton-Mouton con5tant can only bc explained on the assumption 
that the molecule exhibits a very pronounced magnetic anisotropy, the 
susceptibility in the direction of the axis being about twice as large as in 
perpendicular directions. 

(3) As an explanation of this result, i t  is suggested that a t  least 12 of the 
electron orbits binding the atoms in the molecules must be orientated in a plane 
parallel to the ring. 

(4) The absolute value of the Cotton-'Mouton constant has been calculated 
for some of the simpler benzene derivatives in which i t  can be assumed without 
serious error that the optical ellipsoid is still a spheroid of revolution, and that 
the group which replaces the hydrogen atom is magnetically isotropic. The 
ealculatecl and observed values are in fair agreement. 




